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Seattle University student skates into alter ego
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
Anna Stevens laced up her
skates, strapped on her elbow and
knee pads, and glided out onto the
flat wooden track ofthe Lynnwood
Bowl and Skate. She was no
longer Anna Stevens, but Ima
Handful.
She belongs to a Roller Derby
league, the Rat City Rollergirls,
and plays for the Sockit Wenches.
The Seattle University senior and
humanities for teaching and history major, despite the name of
her alter-ego, is more than a handful on the skate track, according to
teammates.

"She just brings spunk and a
fun sense of life," said fellowSockit
Wench, Trouble Loves Mimi.
Sunday night, Stevens skated
alongside 30 of her friends. The
group is known as Potential Fresh
Meat and meets twice a week to
practice for Roller Derby tryouts.
"I really wanted to do it for a
long time," Stevens said. "I had been
to a couple of bouts, but
Page
had no idea how to get
involved until I found
out about PFM."
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Jessica Ishmael

'Ima Handful,' a Jammer with the Sockit Wenches, passes a Blocker during a Rat City Rollergirl Roller Derby practice Sunday, Oct. 12.

Class sizes solid
Seattle U maintains 13:1
student to professor ratio.
Taylor Olson

Staff Writer
Despite admitting the largest
freshman class in the history of
Seattle University, the administration said they have been able to
keep class sizes down. It has not
been easy though.
Rebecca Callias, university registrar, said while scheduling has always been a challenge, it has been
exceptionally difficult this year.
Since the university was designed
to accommodate smaller class sizes,
they are running out ofroom, she
said.
Around campus students have
felt the effects of the lack of space'
in classrooms.
While her classes have remained
similar in size over the past two
years, junior biology major Kaci
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Dudley noticed that often times
her classes need more space than
they are allotted.
"We're shoved into classrooms
that aren't big enough," she said. "In
my genetics class sometimespeople
have to sit on the edges ofthe tables
because there aren't enough chairs
for all of the students."
Callias said the Registrars
Office has to carefully assess the
needs of the professor and the
class to make suie they are placed
in an appropriate classroom, but
sometimes compromises have to
be made. Professors and students
may be forced to teach or attend
a class at a time that might not be
their first choice.
"Everybody has
Page
to juggle to make the
puzzle work," Callias
said.
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Printing charges inevitable
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer

"I think we are responding fauniversity," said Popko.
He indicated a printing cost vorably to the students resolution,"
would make students and staffthink said Popko who, after meeting with
students, agreed to put the 125 page
twice about what they print.
Starting winter quarter the uniThe idea of adding a printing cost quota in the proposal.
versity will begin charging students
for printing.
has largely remained mum until last
A printing cost has been in the
"We're getting close," said John year, after ASSU officials createdand works for a long time. According
Popko, university librarian.
passed a resolution in early spring. to Popko, former provost John
For Popko and other advocates Their hope was to deter university Eshleman approved the charge in fall
on campus, this has been an ongoofficials from charging students.
2007, but due to a lack of software
"Students feel they are being nickand infrastructure, the implementaing struggle for nearly a decade.
"It has taken a lot to get the led and dimed," said Matisse Fletcher,
tion was delayed.
Now, a year later, things have
university's attitude adjusted to this junior international studies major
process," said Popko, who, with and at-large representative for ASSU. fallen into place.
professor Virginia Parks, was on an Fletcher met with Popko late last year
Despite the intentions of the adInformational Technology Policy in order to explain student concerns ministration, many students are not
Council. The group started in 1999, and to introduce a proposal.
happy with the proposal.
when charging students for printing
Included in the proposal was
"I will be outraged," said Cat
was first proposed. While it has bred
what Fletcher called "sustainability Bozek, a nursing practitioner graduunpopular student reaction at times, standards," alternatives to charging ate student. "I already pay so much
Popko believes it has been worth students. One alternative suggestto go here."
ed double-sided printing, a techKathleen Bettencourt, senior
fighting for.
According to Popko, a printing nique Popko argued is difficult to nursing student, said students will
cost is good for environmental and
mandate.
not respond favorably to the printHowever, the proposal did infinancial reasons. Considering the
ing costs.
a
mission
rea
measure
has
for
and
clude
that
all
else
fails
if
"I think we pay so much for this
university
cord ofsustainability, Popko believes and officials do implement a printing school. I think the maPage
charging for printing will increase cost, there would be an allowance of jority of people will prob125 free pages. Past that, each page ably be upset," she said.
conservation.
5
"This is a big policy change for the will cost 5 cents.
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Reminders of death: talk
Student drug use
explores effects of disaster
higher during first
quarter, officials say
Michael LiSette
Volunteer Writer

Fernando Sioson
Volunteer Writer
While it may be a college stedrugs and alcohol are
a part of university life, and instances occur more frequently at
the beginning of the year.
Adjusting to a new and different environment, experimen-

reotype,

tation, stress and peer pressure
are just some of the prompts for
drug and alcohol abuse, and like
other institutions, Seattle U has a
set system to deal with those who
break the rules.
Part ofimplementing the rules
falls on the duties ofresident assistants, who are expected to monitor residence halls for any illegal

activity.
"I usually become suspicious
through smells and general observation. If I see a noticeable
change in someone's behavior
patterns, then there's a chance
that something might be going
on," said Blaise Baldonado, senior
Bellarmine resident assistant, who
has three years of experience. "As
an RA, my main concern is the
residents themselves. One of the
worst things 1 can do is walk into
a situation with a certain expectation or assumption."
Once an RA has sufficient
evidence to justify documenting
a student, an 'incident report'
is filed and sent to the Assistant
Dean of Students, Darrell

Goodwin.
"I see about 10 major cases a
year, and many of these incidents
occur during the beginning of
the fall quarter," Goodwin said.
"It's a learning process for many
of the students. It's a new place,
so there are new rules. We strive
to be educational, but students
need to know that there are
consequences. I believe that our
standards of operation ensure the
safety of the students."
After being documented, a

conduct officer, trained

to

deal

with situations such as these,
sends a letter to the student. This

letter describes in detail the alleged violations the student has
incurred as well as an order for the
student to attend a hearing.
This hearing is held in front
ofthe Integrity Board, formerly
known as the Peer Review Board.
The board is comprised of three
to four people, including two
to three students and a faculty
advisor.
"The student comes to the
hearing and is given an opportunity to tell their side of the story,"
said Lisa Shimabukuro, assistant
residence director of Murphy
Apartments and one of the advisors on the Integrity Board. "The

board comes up with sanctions
that are placed upon that student
and then we have a conversation
with him or her regarding their
future here at school."
The Board asks the student
questions such as 'Who are you?'
and 'Who do you want to be?' as
well as others that pertain to the
person's continued career at Seattle
U, said Shimabukuro.
After meeting with the board,
the student receives a sanction, or
punishment, appropriate for the
severity of the violation. These
sanctions range from probations
and suspensions to warnings.
A warning is much more likely
if the offense is relatively minor
and it is the student's first violation. However, the gravity of the
incident largely dictates the severity of the sanction, and even then
certain situations may vary wildly
from case to case.
Each situation is dependent
on circumstances and to what the
judicial officers find the student
responsible for. It can be common that students receive probation or suspension for drug related
incidents.

Part of implementing
the rules falls on the
resident assistants.
"I don't think our security
should be any looser and we like
to let students be responsible for
their own decisions," said Kathleen
Simet, assistant residence hall director

of Xavier Global House.

In addition,

Jonathan

Scrimenti, assistant residence hall
director of Campion Hall said, "I
think our current system fits pretty
will within the Seattle University
culture. We try to treat every student with respect and help them
develop and form their own judgments. The system seeks to teach
the students to live with integrity,

avoid sanctions."
Baldonado describes

not to

it as a
based
correction
via
on
system
education, with a goal to enable
the student to realize what they
are doing wrong and then fix the
root of the problem.
"It's not like a three-strike system. We think about it in broad
strokes. I mean, of course there's a
difference between a student having a can of beer and a 30-pack,
but that doesn't change the nature
or purpose of our sanctions, said
Goodwin.
,,

Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu.edu

"What I'd like you to do is
check your own politics at the
door," professor Sheldon Solomon
said as he took to the stage. "I want
to show that even minoralterations
in psychological circumstances can
affect political preferences."
That was the central theme of
Solomon's lecture, entitled Fatal
Attraction: Fear of Death and
Political Preferences, which took
place in- the Pigott Auditorium last
Wednesday. It dealt with a central
topic he has been exploring in one
form or another since the 1980s:
how people are affected by reminders of death.
Solomon is an experimental
social psychologist from Skidmore
University who has also taught at
universities in Kansas, Arizona and
New York. His experiments have
ultimately been derived from the
work of cultural anthropologist
Ernest Becker.
Becker's writings guided him
along this line: By reminding
people of their mortality, you incrQJs the likelihood of negative
reactions to people who have different beliefs. This is because, per
Becker, cultural systems are meant
to affirm greatness and deny death's
inevitability, Solomon explained.
His research took a new angle
after Sept. 11, a tragedy Solomon
experienced himself.
"I was in the World Trade
Center every Tuesday for a year
before Sept. 11, and it was only
by an accident that at nine in the
morning [...] I was in Brooklyn,
three miles from the World Trade
Center, which I could see from my
office at City University," Solomon
said.
As Solomon said, it took around
two years to develop effective tests
to measure the impact that even
subtle reminders of death would
have on political preferences.
For them the Mortality Salience
Hypothesis was developed.
"If beliefs about the nature of
reality serve a death defying function, we wanted to get people to
think about dying, and measure
their reactions to other individuals," Solomon explained.
Experiments were conducted in
reference to how thinking of death
affected political preferences; for
example, they examined approval
of President George W Bush and
his policies. They also drew upon
the work of political philosopher
Max Weber.
Weber identified the "charismatic leader," someone who could
be described as "authoritarian"and
as likely to arise in times of high
Mortality Salience.
Solomon presented a conclusion he had drawn from Weber,
Becker and his own research.
"President Bush became a charismatic leader as a result of the

events of Sept. 11,"
he said.
One study measured the reactions ofstudents focused on an upcoming exam and those reminded
of their mortality and preferences
for charismatic leaders versus "taskoriented" and "relationship-oriented" leaders. Those thinking about
their own mortality were more
likely to support charismatic leaders than those that weren't.
"Some folks think about an
exam, death and then 9/11,"
Solomon said when describing another experiment. "Just the mention of the number 9/11 or the letters 'W-T-C was enough to evoke
images of dying in Americans."
Similar to the earlier test,
those with a higher rating on
the Mortality Salient were more
likely to support Bush's policies in Iraq. And this, Solomon
said, was the same regardless of

catastrophic

political orientation.

Students who attended found

it to be fascinating.

Gabe Pelegrin,

senior marketing major, said he
liked Solomon's solution.
"I definitely agree with what
he said about a middle ground
between both parties," Pelegrin
said. "It's good to have both sides,
to have some conservative and liberal characteristics. Whether we'll
get any ideas, or actually try to put
those ideas into action, I can't say
till it's actually tried out."
Another student, John Peranzi,
senior psychology major, said the
lecture made him think about his
own decisions.
"I found it very interesting, as
death is a major part of our life,
and it makes us more worried
about the choices we make."
Michael can be reached at
lisette@seattleu.edu
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Bon Appétit raises
prices, full-time
employee wages
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer

prices this year.
"We've invested in some new
equipment. We don't really have
Since last year, it seems like enough capacity in our kitchen to
the price of everything has gone handle the increased volume [in
up. Even food prices have risen, students]," Hofford said.
and so have the prices of Seattle
Bon Appetit has invested in a
they keep outside
University's on-campus food manthe
Bon
the
Student
Center—with
service,
Appetit.
agement
This year the school approved of hope of expanding their cooking
the increases and gave Bon Appetit capacity. Additionally, stations
permission to raise prices eight and like Tavola Calda and East Wind
are open much more frequently
a half percent, explained managers at Bon Appetit. The company than last year, and Cherry Street
raised their prices by eight Market is open one hour longer on
the weekends.
percent.
"We declined to raise our prices
Despite the higher costs, some
that much because of price sensistudents don't mind paying more
tivity," said Buzz Hofford, Bon to eat on campus.
"They're kind of pricey, but the
Appetit general manager.
The actual price increases of food's really good, so I don't really
care," said Cyril Silverman, freshmeals vary on the food they contain. On average, the prices have man computer science major. "It's
increased around eight percent, better than I expected because you
but at stations like the Grill, inalways hear that college food is recreased prices on items like hamally mediocre."
However, some are still critiburgers, grilled cheese, BLTs and
hotdogs rose to an average of nine cal of the rising costs, even when
the sustainability of the food
percent.
However, a select few items and the starting wage of the
haven't increased in price at all employees are taken into
since last year. Many items, like
consideration.
"It's a lot better than most
muffins, pizza, and chicken strips
have , fallen below the average eight schools' food systems, and I think
that's partially because we have the
percent price increase.
Bon Appetit is somewhat delocal organic food," said Maura
pendent on keeping its prices low, Rendes, sophomore public affairs
because just like any other business major. "I can see why the prices are
in town, they must compete with higher in that aspect, but I think if
local businesses as well. With the you're going to raise the prices like
surrounding restaurants on 12th that, the quality of the food could
Avenue and Broadway, competiactually be higher too."
tors aren't in short supply, at least
But while some students feel
for students who have a choice to negatively about the new changes,
eat off campus.
others have hardly realized it.
"I guess I don't notice it that
For freshman and sophomores
much, other than the fact that
on-campus who must buy mealplans from the university, however, I've burned through almost half
higher prices can't be avoided.
my card already and we're only in
Hofford argues the higher price the fourth week," said sophomore
of campus food is worth it for the Keelan Hooper.
increased quality.
One issue lies in the amount of
"Our costs are always a little bit money that is on the meal plans.
higher than other locations because While last year, the minimum reof our commitment to sustainabilquired meal plan was $950, this
ity," Hofford said.
year it was raised to $1,025. But,
The costs of products like this doesn't entirely reflect the
cage-free eggs, natural beef, wild eight percent increase in price,
salmon and local organic produce which would require an additional
are higher than normal food, but $50, the equivalent to around five
another factor of the increased cost meals.
"Yeah, I guess I'm going to be
was the raise in the starting wage
ofBon Appetit's full-time employliving on saltines and water," said
the
The
Kevin
required
university
Eggers sophomore pre-maees.
"for,
like, three weeks instead
$11
to
increase
to
pay
jor,
company
of
one."
hour.
an
Additionally, there are other
developments within the company Eric can be reached at
that came along with the increased gordone@seattleu.edu
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High demands, low resources for Public Safety
Veronica Martin
Staff Writer

appointed assistant director of support operations, wants to bring the
job ofofficer together with the role

Students and professors may
think campus safety is in the hands
of Public Safety officers, but Mike
Sletten, director of Public Safety,
would argue otherwise. Safety, he
said, depends upon the eyes and ears
of the many.
Promoting this all-campus inclusiveness is a product of Public
Safety's recent placement under the
umbrella of Student Development
last year.
Public Safety is still settling into
their current position. This academic
year brings many changes that have
both departments optimistic about
Public Safety's future. The partnership with Student Development
aims to bring new programs to the
forefront of a campaign to reach out
to students in the residence halls and
on campus.
The change was part of a collaborative effort between Seattle Us
executive team and Public Safety's
administration, said Sletten.
As the university increases public
safety initiatives and programming
to appropriate levels with regards to
Virginia Tech and Sept. 11, the move
was logical and timely, said Sletten.
Public Safety is falling into step
with the philosophy of Student
Development and checking itself
against Seattle Us mission of empowering the whole person, said
Sletten. On top of the sort of power

of the student. The development of
the students themselves, he said, is
going to be a focus.
"We don't want [students] to just
clock in and clock out. We want
them to be part of a program where
they feel like they're developing and
getting prepared to move on to [...]
their next aspiration," he said.
Drummer hopes to use his experience as Residence Hall Director
in his new position, and help move
Public Safety in a fresh direction.
There hasn't always been such
intentional reinforcement of student camaraderie. Former student
officers who requested to remain
anonymous felt they didn't receive
adequate training. Some officers
even suggested beginning a training
program similar to that of Residence
Hall Assistants.
Work ethic was also a problem
among some student officers in the
past, said one officer, which meant
greater responsibility for those officers who were attuned to their job
duties.
Some students have misconceptions about student Public Safety
officers, past student officers say.
Students should see the officers not
as a group looking to reprimand,
but as equals who are concerned
for the safety offellow community
members.
Sletten described the role of the

witW officers

or

the law, Public Safety is promoting
an additional focus on the human
person.
Nephtalin Drummer, the newly

student officer as
issues of concern.

one

wHo reports

Non-student officers then deal directly with the situation at hand.
Sletten said the rise in Seattle Us

support

Public Safety

as it

Clara Ganey

changes

and grows.
"To run an operation, Public
Safety needs additional resources,
space, technology and human resources," said Kelly.
Along with increased enrollment,
the university has increased its expectations regarding safety and subsequendy the heightened role ofPublic
Safety, said Kelly.
"Amazingly, SU has been listed

as one ofsafest college campuses because of our emergency program,"
said Kelly. "That said, there is still
more for us to do."
Kelly's vision for the end of
this academic year is to have fully
articulated the needs surrounding
technology and additional human
resources, to establish support for
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Nephtalin Drummer was recently appointed as assistant director of
Public Safety. He hopes to take the department in a new direction.

(0*
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orve often associates

population hasn't coincided with a
rise in Public Safety's means.
"You take those resources you
have and you set them to meet those
demands," said Sletten. "It can leave
you with a little bit of you feeling too
thin in areas."
Sletten mentiorfed the new Public
Safety programs are designed to increase awareness on campus.
New technology which would
make campus buildings more accessible for students and faculty,
programs designed to raise students'
awareness and build basic safety skills
along with tabling in Cherry Street
Market, are just a few initiatives on
board for the upcoming year.
"It's not like the cup is halffull or
half empty, or that it's a negative situation," said Sletten. "It's that we're
very close to the tipping point of being a very empowered, sophisticated
Public Safety program."
Rob Kelly, vice president of
Student Development, indicated
Public' Safety requires more resources
to fulfill its role.
"The role of Public Safety is in
looking at emergency preparedness
and crises of concern," explained
Kelly.
Student Development intends to

I

students and to communicate the
importance of Public Safety to the
campus community,
[Next year] will be both in practice and perception an amazing program," said Kelly,
"

Veronica can be reached at
martinv@Seattleu.edu
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Limited space complicates schedules Printing
their students sitting in rows four
by five," White said.
White explained the budget
was designed to keep the student
to faculty ratio the same that it has
been.
"We want to give everyone a
great experience here at Seattle
University," he said.

According

to

Jeff Philpott,

core

curriculum director, core classes
have not increased in size.
"There has been no pressure
from the administration to increase
class sizes, in fact it has been the
contrary," Philpott said.
Instead of increasing class sizes,
more sections were added to accommodate for the large freshman class. As far as core classes
go,, the university has been able
to get not only freshman but
returning students into appropri"

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

While class sizes have remained the same, outdated classroom
spaces no longer fit modern teaching methods.

Jim White,

Cover

associate

provost for enrollment,

�

said that while the university is in the process
of expanding, currently it has adequate room.

"We have just enough space to
all of the needs we have," he
said.
meet

White said that because of new
programs and a large number of
new students, there are new challenges. He added that professors are
teaching differently than they have
in the past and computer labs are
in higher demand.
"Not many teachers want classrooms with tablet armchairs and

classes.
Although their first choices
are not always available, Philpott
stresses that the classes they are able

ate

to get into are

appropriate for their

major or core requirements.

Philpott said the size of core
classes vary depending on the
class. Art classes tend to be smaller
because of the studio setting of
the classrooms. History classes
sometimes can have close to
32 students and social science
classes are usually the largest with
up to 35.
According to Jamie Balducci,
assistant director of Institutional
Research, there are 4,206 undergraduate students enrolled at
Seattle U this fall. They will not
have an official number of faculty
until later in the month.
"We are operating with the same
number of faculty this year as we
did last year and we are offering
about the same number ofclasses,"
said Paulette Kidder, interim dean
ofthe College ofArts and Sciences.
"We are doing more with the same
number of faculty."
Taylor can be rached at
olsont@seattleu.edu

Vote could make assisted suicide legal
Katie Farden
Staff Writer
Come November, Washington
could become the second state in
the nation where doctors can legally
prescribe medication for suicide.
Voter Initiative 1000, or "Death
with Dignity," is a statute that would
allow physicians to prescribe life-

ending medication

to

terminally

ill, competent adults. Their patients
would have to be capable of selfadministering the medicine.
Anticipated to be one of the most
controversial and complicated initiatives on this year's ballot, pre-med
students at Seattle University hoped
to explore the moral and ethical issues that surround "Death with

Dignity."
The Pre-Health Club invited
Annette Clark, vice dean and law
professor, to debrief the initiative
for students Oct. 7.
Clark holds degrees in law and
medicine. Her legal expertise is in
morality in the health sciences and
the law.
Clark opened her lecture by
stressing the importance of voter
consciousness.
"It is as important to educate as
it is to cast those votes," she said.
"In the initiative process, we are the

gatekeepers."
Clark outlined I-1000 s historical
background. She explained proponents of "Death widi Dignity" have
been working state by state since
the 1980s to establish the right to
die nationwide. "Compassion and
Choices,"
zation,

a

Portland-based

constraints —if doctors determine
a patient is not of sound mind or
is not expected to die within six
months, the patient will be denied
a life-ending medicine.
Under "Death with Dignity,"
most leukemia and alzheimer's patients would not be eligible for such
prescriptions.
One of the initiative's safeguards
prevents Washington from becoming a state where people come to
die, Clark said. Only permanent

Washington residents could obtain
life-ending medicine.

nursing major, her
printing load seems
to be higher than most, and using the universities printers is
convenient.
Residence halls as well as
the law school have print share
programs already in place. As
oflast year, residents in Xavier,
Bellarmine and Campion were
paying three cents per page to
print.
Popko has taken his proposal to committees on campus and has so far received approval from the deans council,
Executive Committee and the
Academic Advisory Council.
The dean's council accepted

the proposal on the condition
of two amendments.
In May of last year the
university's Environmental
Advisory Council sent a letter
in support of the print share
program to university officials.
"Seattle University is way
behind other universities in
having a print share program,"
said Karen Price, campus sustainability manager.
The letter in support of
Popko's initiative was sent to
the Executive team. It detailed
the benefits of the program.
"The print-share program

supports the mission of the uni-

versity in reducing greenhouse
gas emissions. A reduction of
printing by 10 percent, according to Price, has the potential
ofreducing university emissions
by 2,500 pounds of carbon

monoxide.
According to Daniel Duffy,
chief technology officer for
OIT, software and card swip-

implications.
"Some hope, and some fear,"
Clark said, "that it will lead us
down a path to being more liberal
globally."
Clark invited the six students

ers

were installed on lab printthe summer to make

ers over

present to share their views on
Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Students in the Pre-Health Club hosted law professor Annette Clark
to speak about initiative 1000 and its moral ramifications.
and a tragedy to go down this road,"
she said. "Others are going to be
proud to be a citizen of one of two
states where this is legal."
Clark thought that ifWashington
passed I-1000, more states would
likely follow and pass similar assisted
suicide initiatives.

"It is of enormous importance,"
she stated of die initiative.
Washington voters will vote on
the "Death with Dignity" initiative
at the polk Nov. 4.

charging possible. Duffy hopes
faculty will begin using the online classroom Angel more frequently as a result of charging
for printing.
"Ifstudents [and staff] know
they are being charged, they
will be more conscious of their
printing habits," agreed Price.
Alex can be reached at

Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu

organi-

Currently, Oregon is the only
that permits their residents to
obtain life-ending medication.
The "Death with Dignity" statute
passed after a three-year
Oregon
in
state

delay. Opponents worried "individu-

Ttf

�

Bettencourt also

indicated that as a

the good of the students
first," Price said, and ultimately

has been a driving force.

als would devalue their lives," Clark
said.
She said some supporters of
"Death with Dignity" view the initiative as a first step. She explained
I-1000 was designed with some

Cower

puts

"Initiative 1000 has been designed with very strategic language,"
Clark said.
She added, "If you believe in the
rights of autonomy and self control,
then some aspects are limiting."
If passed, Clark noted the statute
might still have some serious social

"Death with Dignity."
Post Baccalaureate student
Nathan Jansen said, "It represents
how the community feels right
now."
Jansen added, "It would be an
injustice not to vote for something
that you believe in."
Clark expects much controversy
over "Death with Dignity" if it is
enacted.
"Some will think it is a mistake

charges
fit green
mission

IgUflliyHpUMdSß

lacassea@seattleu.edu
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Limited space pushes faculty offices off-site
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Adam Kollgaard

Due to lack of room on campus, offices for University Planning were
relocated to the building at the corner of Broadway and Madison.
Katie Farden
Staff Writer

to meet

with students and grade

papers.

Philosophy professor Will
Sociology professor Julie HarmsCannon will not have to dedicate
much time to decorating her office
this fall. She does not have one.
Like many ofSeattle University's
non-tenure track faculty, HarmsCannon shares a cubicle with another professor in the Broadway
and Madison University Planning

building.
With

a

growing number of

faculty, many departments have
been forced to assign their professhared offices or small cubicles
while some part time professors use
their department's common area
sors

Smith, who taught part-time
last year without an office, said
he and his students encountered
several challenges with his lack of
space.
"It is hard for students to know
how to meet up with you," he said.
"It is obviously difficult to have office hours if you do not have an
office to have them in."
Smith also noted the absence
"of a computer limited his access to
manage the course.
This year, Smith was loaned an
office from a tenure-track philosophy professor on sabbatical.

As an adjunct professor, HarmsCannon also lacked private office
space last year.
"With an office you have a place
where students always know you'll
be," Harms-Cannon said. "I miss
students being able to stop by."
Harms-Cannon also noted it
was difficult to coordinate meeting times with students.
"Students would have to call
me," she said, "and I understand
it feels weird for a student to call
their professor on her cell phone
or at home."
She said while there was always
somewhere to meet students, these
spaces were often public.
Harms-Cannon mentioned the
classes she teaches often raise sensitive issues like race and class.
"Students who are marginalized
or traditionally shy in the classroom
need an office as a space where they
can speak up," she added. "Outside
of the classroom is where you might
get a student like that to come into
their own and speak eloquently
about an issue."
An office space also provides a
chance to capitalize on the relationships built by the environment of
smaller class sizes.
Harms-Cannon said, "Especially
at a school like Seattle U where the
classes are so small and you really
get to know students, it would
be neat if I could be there for the
next level of support outside of the

classroom."
Heather Geiger, president of
University Planning, has future
plans to accommodate a growing
faculty. Starting in mid-November,
the communication department
will move from the Lynn building
to the new building at 1218 Cherry
Street.
University Advancement will
also move to the new Cherry Street

building.

We have all these

grand plans, but we
don't have a lot of
[..

.]swing space.
Heather Geiger
University Planning

"We have all these grand plans,"
said Geiger, "but we don't have a lot
of dedicated swing space."
"(Consequently," she added, "all
of our projects depend on each
other."
Both Smith and Harms-Cannon
mentioned faculty in their departments offered to let them borrow
their private spaces when the need

others," Smith said of his fellow
department members. "Because
the department is so able to make
accommodations, we can do our

job effectively."
In some situations, explained
Robert Dullea, vice president of
University Planning, departments
also turn storage closets and other
non-office spaces into places where
faculty can work.
"We are working to find additional spaces to fulfill the demands
of growing enrollment," Dullea
said.
Harms-Cannon, who has taught
as a tenure-tract professor at other
universities, said Seattle U supported her both as an adjunct last year
and a core lecturer this year.
"I'm more peripheral here," she
said, "but I feel more welcome here
than anywhere else I've worked."
Harms-Cannon added, "faculty
are working as adjunct out of their
trunks up and down this coast."
"When you increase in size and
prominence," she said, "it is hard
to keep all the things behind the
scenes going at the same pace."
Geiger attributed the lack of
office space to Seattle University's
student and faculty growth.
"To some extent," Geiger said,
"Seattle U has become a victim of
its own success."

arose.

"Everyone

is

willing

to

make

concessions to accommodate

Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
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Still using DSL?
On what, your
typewriter?
Sign up for Comcast High-Speed Internet
and save on download time.
•

Surf the Web at lightning speeds. Download large files faster with Powerßoost®.

•

Enjoy instant access to email Video Mail, and digital photo albums through Comcast.net.

•

Watch the latest video clips on our exclusive click-and-play feature, The Fan™ Video Player.

•

Get spam blocking, spyware protection, and a Personal Firewall with McAfee® security software.

Comcast High-Speed Internet
Enjoy faster speeds today.

® $0499
A Lμ

******

m

per month
until 2009

Call now 1 -866-505-0539
Log on to www.comcast.com/eclucationedge

/r^nmrriQt

:

i

Offer ends 10/31/08, is only available in wired and serviceable areas in participating Comcast systems (and may not be transferred) and is limited to new residential customers who have not had service offered
in the past 60 days satisfying applicable eligibility criteria. Offer limited to Performance High-Speed Internet service. After the promotional period, or if any service is cancelled or downgraded, regular charges
apply. Comcast's current monthly service charges for Performance High-Speed Internet is 542.95 to $55.95 depending on area and additional services subscribed to, if any. Service subject to Comcast standard
terms and conditions. Prices shown do not include equipment and installation charges, taxes. May not be combined with other offers. High-Speed Service: Speed comparison between Comcast 6.0 Mbps service
and standard 1.5 DSL (downloads only). Powerßoost provides bursts of download and upload speeds for the first 10 MB and 5MBof a file, respectively. Many factors affect speed. Actual speeds vary and are not
guaranteed. Not all features, including McAfee, compatible with Macintosh systems. Cable modem required. Call for restrictions and complete details. ©2008 Comcast. All Rights Reserved.
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Trendy-conscious youth swayed by popular media
When students turn on the
television for political "news," often times they tune in to comedy
shows like "The Colbert Report"
and "Daily Show with John
Stewart."
Patricia Moy, political communication professor at the University
ofWashington, researches how the
media influences personal political
opinion, specifically the effects of
late night comedy shows. She calls
these types of shows "infotainment" and says they can impact
how voters view candidates.
"These types of shows allow

politicians

to

reach

an

Regardless ofwhere students get
when it comes down
their
election
time, it's whether or
to
make
it to the polls that
not they
counts. Young warns this is not
always easy, saying that students
should make sure they know what
ID is required to register and vote,
and that they take steps to insure
they receive their absentee ballet,
if necessary.
"Students are smart enough to
do it, but they face a lot of complexities that would even challenge
news,

political science professor,"
says Young. "They need to do their
research and be prepared."
me, a

If young voters remain excited
about the election and come out in
force this November, theirdecisions
may very well rock the vote."
"The estimate is that thistvvill be
one of the biggest voter turnouts
in recent American history,'\says
1
Young.
Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu

audience

unfiltered," Moy says, citing the
appearance of George W. Bush on
David Letterman.
After people saw Bush on
the show, their opinions of
him changed. They tended to
viewed him as more caring and
concerned.
However, Seattle U fans of
late night infotainment programs
remain skeptical on the effects
those shows have on their political views.
"Watching the 'Daily Show'
doesn't influence my views on politics, it just makes them funnier,"
says Jenny Batson, sophomore

nursing major.

Surprisingly, "The Daily Show"
more
effective as a news source
is
Osbaldo Hemadez, freshman criminal justice major and undocuthan
most
might think. A study
mented resident, cannot register to vote. He is still active in politics.
released by Indiana University
Sara Bernert
e-mails from their candidates.
that compared the show with
News Editor
Most students surveyed on cam- broadcast news found that while
pus said they receive their political "The Daily Show" contains more
It's been said before and it's been information from the Internet or humor than substance, there is
considerably more hype than subwrong before, but this might be the friends.
Richard Young, professor of stance in broadcast newscasts, inyear young voters rise up and take
to the polls with force. The last political science, says the Internet cluding popular polls and political
election saw a 9 percent increase in has had an enormous effect on endorsements.
youth votes, and this year Harvard elections. While it is a great way
"People think [...] that if you
University's Institute of Politics said to quickly obtain information, as get your news from these shows
that nearly one in five of all votes a news source, it has its downsides, you aren't gaining knowledge,"
cast in November will be cast by says Young.
says Moy. "But really, you can only
people less than 30 years old. The
get the jokes because you realize
what is going on in the world of
youth vote may very well determine
the outcome ofwhat is being called These types of shows
politics. Yes, people watching the
the most important election in reshows are exposed to a very specific
allow politicians to
cent American history.
perspective on politics, but they are
At Seattle U, students are eanevertheless learning."
Shows like these tend to attract
ger for their chance to cast their reach an audience
ballots.
more liberal voters, but that is not
"It's an exciting time," says unfiltered.
to say that others don't enjoy them.
Renee VanDermause, freshman
Nick Mills, sophomore economics
environmental engineering major.
Patricia Moy major and McCain supporter, says
"Yeah, no matter who wins, it's
UW Professor he likes "The Daily Show" regardto
less of its liberal slant.
change things," agrees
going
Chelsea Whalen, freshman civil
"Just because I vote conserva"The
Internet
tive
doesn't mean I don't like to
has also become
engineering major.
However, the excitement seems a very effective means of spreading hear jokes about everyone, espelost on some.
gossip, innuendo, lies and hear- cially the candidate I'm voting
"Eeh," says Ernie Piper, junior say," he says. "Rumors seem to for," he says.
Even if shows like these increase
philosophy major, shrugging his have more credibility if you read
shoulders. "Yeah, of course I'm them."
young people's excitement in the
to
vote."
don't
take
the
If
voters
world of politics, young voters
going
young
Regardless ofenthusiasm, most time to research and read multiple need to read about the candidates
students are getting involved.
news sources—something Young and issues in a variety of news
"It seems like everyone is regis- says is rare for the current gen- sources, says Young.
tered," notes Joey Butler, freshman eration of college students—their
"I love the 'Daily Show' and
fine arts major.
opinions could be swayed by in- 'Colbert Report'," he laughs, "but
In the past, young voters have correct information they get from they certainly aren't the best news
been an especially tricky demo- the Web.
sources out there."
graphic to reach. In the age of
MySpace and YouTube, candidates
are finding they have to change
their tactics to connect with the
youth. Both Obama and McCain
utilize web sites like Facebook to
gain supporters and spread news.
Many young voters say they've registered to receive text messages.and

af
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For first-time voters in the Washington state, you
can register to vote up until two weeks prior to
the general election. The deadline is Oct. 20. To
register, contact your local precinct for more information. A list of county offices can be found at
secstate.wa.gov/elections/viewauditors.aspx.

Student groups struggle
to promote youth vote
Alex LaCasse

Lim says, "I had heard of the'ar- about awareness and fighting
gument that some feel peer pres- apathy.
sure on campus to [vote], but is
While the College Republicans
From the "Rock the Vote" to the it not the duty of a citizen to vote did not participate in the voter reg"Vote or Die" campaign, empha- anyway?"
istration drive, Goetz says they are
sis on the youth vote has become
"We're kind of just getting ready to tackle the campaign to get
paramount in this election season. started," says Yem, who adds stu- students to vote. However, Goetz
With such hype around the youth dents will see a large push to get has faith in the Seattle U student
vote, organizations on campus are the youth out there and vote the body when it comes to voting in
the upcoming election.
struggling to find ways to keep stu- last few weeks of October.
dents civically engaged.
Aerica Banks, senior environ"I would be surprised if we had
The youth vote is courted every mental studies major and current a low voter turnout at this school,"
election, and this one is no differ- president of Seattle University's says Goetz.
ent. However, year after year, post Young Democrats chapter, says
On election night, ASSU, along
election statistics indicate' the things will be coming.
with SEAC and several other polit"Our goal is to get people out ical organizations on campus, will
youth do not show up to the polls.
In the 2004 presidential election, and vote," Banks says. "We can be sponsoring an election night
49 percent of the youth ended up make it happen."
party in Campion Ballroom. The
Banks spent her summer work- night will include live coverage of
voting, up more than 9 percent
from the election in 2000.
ing for the Obama campaign and the election and speakers who will
Now, with roughly three weeks recently took the reins of the Young discuss the election process with
left until the general election, cam- Democrats. Banks hopes students students.
pus wide initiatives to get students will fight the apathy often associated with the youth demographic.
to vote have hit a lull.
Alex can be reached at
"We are kind of in a weird lim"Don't be afraid to acknowledge lacassea@seattleu .edu
bo state because you don't want just how important you are," says
to overexpose voting," says Shana Banks. "It is'an honor and a priviYem, junior registration coordina- lege to vote."
Banks says she is confident
tor for ASSU. "To keep that moSeattle U voters will get active
mentum going is really hard."
Yem says it becomes an issue in these final three weeks. The
of nagging. However, some argue Young Democrats will also be inthe efforts of ASSU were lacklus- volved with an Obama/Christine There are 40.7 million 18ter in getting students to register Gregoire fundraiser event Oct. 16
29 year-old citizens in the
and raising awareness of voting on and a movie night Oct 20.
United States, over twice
In the classroom, professors are the number of 66-77 yearcampus.
The university recently finished urging students to vote as well, inolds (20 million).
a drive to encourage every eligible cluding Richard Young, a political
student on campus to register to science professor, who teaches a
vote before the Washington Oct. 4 class titled "Interest, Party, and the
Youth voting surged by 9
deadline. According to Yem, ASSU Election." While Young explained percent in 2004.
registered 70 new voters through a his involvement in elections in the
campaign she indicates was largely past, he mentioned he has never
successful. While the numbers may seen an election with such youth In 2004,49 percent of
not have been astronomical, Yem enthusiasm.
18-24 year old citizens
believes it was a step in the right
Young, like many, hopes this voted, while 66 percent
direction.
translates to high numbers in the of citizens 25 and older
voted.
Additionally, in collaboration polls this year.
"Only a handful of elections
in American history are arguably
be
would
more important than this one," The turnout among
surprised
single women age 18-24
Young says. "This is about as drahad
low
matic
a
of
can
if we
voter
set
candidates you
increased by 12 percent,
have. The differences between or about one third, since
turnout at this school. McCain and Obama are huge."
2000.
The awkward state oflimbo afKelley Goetz ter the registration push, as many
College Republicans have described it, does not mean Young women voted at
that events have not been in the higher rates than young
works. On Monday, Oct. 13, men in the 2004 election.
the College Republicans worked Fifty percent of 18-24
with ASSU's effort to register new with the Seattle Times, City Club year old women and 44
voters, Jack Bentz, S.J., along with and the School of Law to host
percent of young men
students and DXM Seattle theater, a debate between incumbent voted in 2004.
put together "Unßegistered: A Attorney General Rob McKenna
-■■■
2008 Election Cabaret." The caba- and Democratic challenger John
ret drew a full house every night Ladenburg. Before the event, repNine in ten college
of its three-day run and urged stu- resentatives explained the process students reported they
of voting on Washington state electhought voting was easy.
dents to register.
The pressure to register seemed tronic voting machines to students
to envelop the campus for weeks. and guests.
For a short period of time students
Kelley Goetz, Washington state Less than 4 percent said
were bombarded with the initiative College Republican chair and
they tried to register but
to register.
member of the Seattle Us College were unable to do so.
Junior marketing major, Gareth Republican chapter, says it is all

Staff Writer

Youth vote
in numbers

I
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Less than 1 percent
claimed they went to
the polls, but were not
allowed to vote.

Source: www.civicyouth.org
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Putting personality back in network television
Angelo Carosio
Online Editor
Ah, fall. That special time of
year when the leaves turn, school
starts up and the television networks
spend millions of dollars on a gamble: Is their new idea going to be a
success? Are people actually going
to pick their show among the many
available to them at any time in the
crowded television market?
While TV is making less and less
money every year, the networks are
still trying as hard as they can to put

quality content—even if they
have to steal some ideas from overseas in order to do so. So sit back,
tune in and get some snacks because
it's time to watch TV.
"30 Rock" is returning for its
third season on NBC this fall,
starting Oct. 30. This show's
Emmy winning hilarity has had
trouble attracting viewers, but the
network is trying to remedy that
situation with a group of grade-A
guest stars. In addition to the already star-studded cast featuring
Tina Fey, Alec Baldwin and Jane
Krakowski, episodes this season are
rumored to host appearances from
Oprah Winfrey, Jennifer Anniston
and Steve Martin, among others.
The show follows Liz Lemon (Fey),
who runs a sketch-comedy show on
a fictional network. Her boss Jack
out

(Baldwin) and the actors and writers
that workfor her provide endless entertainment. People who are looking
for more laugh-out-loud moments
after "The Office" should look no
further. "30 Rock" airs Thursdays at
9:30 p.m., and the first two seasons
are available on DVD.
"Life On Mars" is a new effort from ABC to reclaim the cop
drama crown from "C.5.1." The
show began Oct. 9 and is based on
a British television series with the
same name. It begins with Detective
Sam Tyler (Jason O'Mara) hot on
the trail of a serial killer who he
thinks has kidnapped his girlfriend,
but when he is suddenly hit by a
car, he is transported back in time
to the year 1973. While the premise
is a tad bit ridiculous and unfortunately not well explained, the show

promises to at least be an entertaining sci-fi drama.
O'Mara spends the episodes adjusting to life in die '70s when police
brutality is tolerated by the department's lieutenant (Harvey Keitel),
cops give booze to witnesses to make
them talk and women are referred to
as "broads." Twilight Zone-like moments also abound when O'Mara
hears voices from his "past" in the
future and tries to figure out how to
stop his girlfriend's killer. "Life On
Mars" airs Thursdays at 10 p.m.
David Duchovny is clearly
dreaming of "Californication,"
his comedy-drama on Showtime
Sunday nights. Right before die second season of die show started Sept.
28, he checked into sexual addiction rehab—something that would
be seemingly more appropriate for

his character

on

Moody. Moody

the show, Hank

is a writer who hap-

pens to enjoy sex a bit more than
your average person, and this show
follows his life as his libido gets him
into all sorts of trouble. The second
season ofthe show is focused on his
life as a family man, and the story so
far is engaging and usually hilarious.
While the fact it airs on Showtime
means standard cable viewers won't
be able to tune in, it allows for the
creators to have a bit more freedom
as far as content and language is
concerned. "Californication" airs at
10 p.m. on Sundays, and the first
season is available now on DVD.
Just because quality newer shows
are plentiful on TV this year does
not mean there is not a fair share
of filler material. The remake of
"Beverly Hills 90210"—simply

called "90210"—began on Sept. 2
and hasn't been a big hit for The
CW, earning low ratings and a
large amount of negative press due
to its ridiculously over-the-top setting and stereotypical cast. Try as
"90210" might, it is going to be
hard to top "The 0.C." in the teen
drama department.
Even less favorably reviewed
is the remake of "Knight Rider"
which began Sept. 24 on NBC; it
seems to have completely missed the
point and authenticity of the original series, instead opting for cliche
action sequences and a plot that is
"no deeper than the thickness of a
comic-book page," according to the
L.A. Times.

Angelo can be reached at
carosioa@seattleu.edu
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Transit transforms Broadway
Isis Alexander
Staff Writer

construction, the project also ensures the shops stay busy even while

they are
As the leaves begin to bathe
Seattle in a blanket of warm reds,
fiery oranges, and shimmering
golds-transforming Capitol Hill
into a natural sensory delight-so
too are the efforts ofSound Transit
altering the neighborhood into a
hub of metropolitan transportation.
The regional transit service intends
to extend its light rail system onto
the Hill and will be constructing a
station east of Broadway and south
of East John Street.
In preparation for this effort,
many of the stores on Broadway
have relocated in anticipation of
the demolition that will take place
before autumn comes to a close.
In the absence of the various
boutiques, salons and specialty shops
that previously occupied these once
hollow buildings, new residents have
stepped in. Albeit temporarily, the
vacant storefronts now house a collection of public art. The price of
admission is a lirtle time out ofones
day and the willingness to take a
stroll in brisk northwest weather.
According to the Sound Transit
Web site, former Sound Transit artist-in-residence, Christian French,
serves as the curator of this exposition, which is the result of a call to
artists to deliver the essence of the
neighborhood in an enticing manner. The Web site also mentions
that aside from beautifying the
neighborhood before it undergoes

vacant.

Packages," which were popularized
in the '70s for parodying household items such as Huntz Ketchup,

With pedestrians continually Bayer Aspirin and Crest Toothpaste.
passing by and pausing at the vari- Lyle's picture frames house animal
ous displays, the foot-traffic they
parodies of products such as Nestle
also
decreases
Chocolate
Chips and Spam.
generate
opportunities
for squatting and criminal activity.
Joanna Lepore takes a green apThis is not the first effort Sound proach to art with "Reclaim (Ace),"
Transit has made to meld public as metropolitan life proves to be no
transportation and public art; one match for a nature scene with ferns
percent of the organization's conoverrunning the wooden boards of
struction costs are allocated to arthe store.
tistic endeavors. Calls to artists are
Despite the fact that a standard
ongoing as transit expands its system medium—the block itself—is used,
and with it the need to keep its urthe results remain strikingly differbanized surroundings interesting.
ent. The installation art ranges from
Because the works showcased the traditional—photography, vidin the storefronts are the result of a eo, painting —to the avant-garde—
oversized, 3-D renderings of comic
variety of artists, the feel of the exhibition varies drastically from piece art and light displays.
to piece.
Not only does the exhibit encourJennifer Carroll's "Sky Dance" age a healthy lifestyle since a walk is
is a series of whimsical, colorful
the only way to fully appreciate the
and ornate ballet ensembles clevexhibit; it also increases the intrigue
erly rigged to glide on air. Upon of the neighborhood.
closer inspection, the golden balleThough the displays may be
rina upfront comes at the audience
passed every day, it is likely each
complete with an hour glass and a stroll by the installation will reveal
collection watched—perhaps as a something new within each of the
reminder that time for the piece, pieces.
and the block as it stands, is runIn addition to providing temponing out.
rary entertainment for passersby on
An exhibit such as Jason Capitol Hill, the large scale display
Pucinelli's [untitled] literally comes of public art proves hill-goers still
together before one's eyes. A series of have an interest in the aesthetic.
pieces ofa man create a whole when People can consistently be seen
the window "view finder" is used.
stopping in their tracks or doing a
Kelly Lyles decadent world of double take when passing by one of
"Fur-niture" is at times reministhe displays.
of
Additionally, the art has the side
cent
Art Spiegelman's "Wacky

Braden VanDragt

The Spectator

Jason Pucinelli's "Untitled" brings together a fragmented face before
viewers' eyes as part of Sound Transit's art exhibition on Capitol Hill.
effect ofencouraging discussion; not
only regarding the beauty of a piece,
but the changes within the city that
will soon become as obvious as the
seasons. The opportunity to experience the perception local artists have

of Capitol Hill is still very much
present, as the exhibit is set to run

until Oct. 31.
Isis can be contacted at
alexanderi@seattJeu.edu
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Diverse crowd captivated
by multi-ethnic musician

The Writer's Life:
The academy and
scholarly dialogue
Sharon Cumberland
Guest Writer
You've heard of"Academia" —it
for all the colleges and
universities in the world and the
people who study and teach in
them. Academia is where you
and I take classes, teach classes
and write papers. Some people
think Academia is a sort of la-la
land where privileged people live
in ivory towers and gaze at their
navels or, to use a common phrase,
"learn more and more about less
and less."
It is true we are privileged to
be in Academia—also known simply as "the Academy." At the New
Student Convocation, President

Stephen Sundborg, S.J. pointed
out that only one person in a hundred gets a college education—a
rare

opportunity when seen from a

global perspective. But its not true
tJhat our study and research makes
us navel-gazers, or people whose
knowledge is so arcane it has no
larger purpose.
The nature ofresearch is that it
in ways
that may seem narrow to those
outside of the Academy. But all
new knowledge comes from scholars and diinkers who research ideas
that seem irrelevant, impossible or
obscure at the time.
Think of Newton's apple,
Edison's light bulb, Darwin's
finches or Parry's solution to die
Homeric question. These are examples offocused, narrow research
that changed our understanding of
the world.
is

Courtesy Lenka

Australia's Lenka combines melancholy lyrics with uplifting melodies to create compelling pop songs.

At a performance at Chop Suey
Oct. 10, the Australian chanteuse Lenka surprised her audience
by diluting the saccharine quality
of her colorful music and instead
letting her clear voice and emotionally charged lyrics take the main
stage. Removed from the context
of the pop pastiche showcased on
her album, she captivated fans and
casual show-goers alike by delivering a dark, demure and dreamy
performance fitting of Seattle's fall
on

weather.
Moving slowly but deftly to
the smoldering tones of a trumpet played by a band mate, Lenka
elicited images of Marilyn Monroe
dancing to one of those famous
nightclub scene numbers.
The beguiling Lenka proved
smoky can indeed be sweet. Dressed
in a navy blue baby doll dress with
a mini bubble skirt, thick opaque
nylons and red patent leather heels,
she evoked the alluring image on
the cover of her album. Even her
whimsical album art with tree
branches and birds was recreated
on stage with cardboard cutouts attached to microphone stands and
the keyboard.
Before her set, Lenka was
perched in the back of the darkly
lit club. A hand-stitched banner
with letters spelling her name, each
in a different color, set off her tiny
frame. In front of her a tall, round

table displayed the standard setup
of T-shirts and albums.
Lenka takes it upon herself at
every show to meet her audience
and sell her memorabilia. As the
preceding band finished its set,
Lenka welcomed old high school
friends and interested hangers-on
alike. She noted a few couples in
particular from her native Australia,
Slovakia and Czechoslovakia,
which she said was "a bit of me all

trouble is a friend yeah trouble is
friend of mine," Lenka crooned.
The spooky lyrics took on new
meaning when stripped of their
charming melody and supported
by a more skeletal instrumental
arrangement. Though very much
present on stage, Lenka seemed to
slip into the respective worlds of
her songs. As the music washed
over first her and then the audience, it was hard not to imagine
her as part of a sepia tone photogether."
"I wanted the first thing that I tograph, dressed in a black cape
and stepping lightly through the
put out into the world to be positive energy," Lenka said in a lull forests ofNew South Wales, where
between customers. She has found she was born.
sad songs to be the easiest to write,
Lenka acts out her lyrics onand welcomes the challenge of stage, tempting the audience to
conveying optimism rather than take part in her mood. During the
defeat.
final song of her short set, "We
"I found that there was mayWill Not Grow Old," Lenka bebe one song on each album that came pensive.
made me feel good," she said.
"This is the spirit with which
Lenka
takes
herself
intend
to live my entire life,"
Thus,
it upon
I
break
the
as
to
she said an introduction to the
pattern.
Lenka's recently released debut song.
She always saves the song for
LP is filled with soaring notes sulast,
would-be
dark
a parting call to remain youthlyrics,
garcoating
but the effect is enough to inspire ful and buoyant. In the words of
Lenka, no matter how far or how
listeners to throw away their antitake
album
and
long one has to go, "If there's one
up
depressants
as
a
for
day
cure
thing that we know / it's that we
rainy
listening
will not grow old."
blues.
Lenka played what she dubbed
With a red, moon-shaped
to be the "baroque" version of tambourine, Lenka channeled a
"Trouble is a Friend," immediately gypsy spirit to bid her audience
goodnight.
captivating the audience.
"So don't bealarmed if he takes
you by the arm / I won't let him Veronica can be reached at
martinv@seattleu.edu
win, but I'm a sucker for his charm
/

a

specialized and focused

People who poke fun

should I write about? Is my topic
big or too small? How manyreferences do I need in my bibliography? Will my professor read
a draft? How much does it count
for die course? Can I re-write to
improve my grade?
All of diese are reasonable questions, and if you are unsure of tlie
answers, be sure to ask your prof.
But I'd like you to zoom out from
those immediate concerns, and
see your reality as a member of
the Academy, You are a scholarin-training who is learning how
to do research not just so that you
can write well, think critically and
graduate on time, but so,you can
contribute to the conversation
that has been going on since die
Academy came into being in medieval Europe.
All the books and articles you
have to find, read, digest and weave
into your own research paper are
written by scholars with whom
you are having a conversation.
And if you develop your paper to
the point where you can present
it to a larger audience at a conference, then you will be bringing
your discoveries to diose who share
your interests, who will debate
wirli you, gain insight from you
and give you the benefit of their
insights on your topic.
This is how you join the contoo

is a term

Veronica Martin
Staff Writer

_

at

schol-

for their narrow interests are
ignorant ofhow new knowledge is
conceived and born into the world.
Ideas have to be tested against the
discoveries ofother scholars in any
given discipline. Research is a conversation scholars are having about
the nature ofreality—historic, sciars

entific, literary, technological, philosophical, medical. Every major at
Seattle University is a field ofreality where new knowledge is tested
against die discoveries of scholars
who have gonebefore us.
Which brings us to you—the
typical Redhawk scholar. Though
fall term is only a month old,
there are just six weeks left—and
if you've been assigned a research
paper (or two), you are probably
thinking about it already. I've
written plenty of research papers
over the course of my education
and assigned even more as a college professor, so I can guess what
is going on in your mind: What

versation-—all diose conversations
diat go on Academia, that lead to
new knowledge for everyone, inside and outside of die Academy.
OK,

so I

can hear you saying:

"Who, me? A scholar? Don't I have
to go to grad school to be a scholar?" The answer is no—if you're
in college, you're a scholar. Your
job now is to be the best scholar
you can, to get better with every
paper you write and every trip to
die library you make.
I hope one ofyour goals will be
to develop a paper strong enough
to present at SUURA—the
Seatde University Undergraduate
Research Association conference in
die winter, or to take to NCUR in
die spring (SU takes a dozen students—all expenses paid—every
year). You may even decide to take
Honors in your discipline or to go
to grad school. But you'll certainly
end up in the conversation.
Sharon Cumberland is an associate
professor of English as well as director

of the Creative Writing program. She
is also co-advisor for Undergraduate
Research with Kristen Skogerboe.

Sharon can be reached at
slc@seattleu.edu

Want more Arts and Entertainment?

Check out blog.su-spectator.com for daily Arts and
Entertainment updates.
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Upcoming Events
Thursday, Oct. 16
Women's Soccer
SU vs. South Dakota State
12:00 p.m. CDT

Friday, Oct. 17
Men's Soccer
SU vs. Portland 4:30 p.m.

Volleyball

SU vs. Jacksonville 7:00 p.m.
EDT

Saturday, Oct. 18

Cross Country
SU at Cascade Conference
Preview Seattle, Wash. 10:00
a.m.
Women's Soccer

SU vs. North Dakota State
12:00 CDT
Volleyball
SU vs. North Horida 3:00
p.m. EDT

Sunday, Oct. 19

Volleyball
SU vs. Savannah State 11:00
a.m. EDT

Tuesday, Oct. 21
Volleyball
SU vs. Eastern Washington
7:00 p.m.
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Redzone seeks to boost athletic fan base
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
A flock of red will have its own
in the bleachers and stands at
Seattle University sporting events
this year.
The membership of the Seattle U
sports fan club, Redzone, is increasing. The Athletic Department now
provides members of this studentrun organization with incentives
to join the club and attend athletic
events. More than 200 students
joined the group and another 200
expressed interest since Redzone
president Rochelle LeMieux started
the club in December.
"I started the club because I believe it is necessary at our school,"
she said. "We yell, scream, sit
together, be intimidating to opponents, and have a lot of fun.
Plus, there are perks to being a
member."
Yearly membership costs $5
and includes a T-shirt and a membership card. Members can swipe
their cards at game entrances, and
there will be prizes for members
with the highest attendance. The
Athletic Department has talked
about handing out some big prizes
like free books for a quarter or gift
certificates, but nothing has been

place

finalized

yet.

LeMieux said they hope to team
up with SEAC to organize tailgating barbecues, because they believe
free food will attract more students.
Executive coordinator Christina
Yuen said members will receive discounts at restaurants near campus
on game day.
Assistant athletic director Josh
Cooprider will also work with
Redzone. He wants to help develop it into a student organization
that will remain an integral part of
campus life after LeMieux graduates. Cooprider believes Redzone is
an important group to have because
sporting events often double as social events and are used to build
traditions on campus.
"Right now we're in moves to

The Spectator

Garrett Mukai

Redzone members Pat Hill, Christina Yuen, Rochelle LeMieux and Chris Cadogan promote their club.
make it long-term so it's guaranteed
to survive after I'm gone," LeMieux
said.
Other student organizations
created to support athletic teams
have disappeared after the student
leader graduated or passed the
role on to someone else. Before
Redzone, the Dirrty Birds, headed
by Seattle U alumnus Ben Artaiz,
functioned as the unofficial athletics fan club.
LeMieux's goal for this year is to
align Redzone withASSU. She said
schools like Gonzaga University
have their notorious Kennel Club
written in to their student government's constitution. This would ensure the club will remain student
run, something LeMieux believes
is very important. Additionally,
if Redzone were a part of ASSU,
it would most likely receive a

budget.
Cooprider's newest promotion
on campus is Red Friday. True to
its name, everyone on campus is

encouraged to wear red each Friday.
Redzone members participate by
wearing their club issued T-shirts.
The Athletic Department also
has a promotional Pepsi Game of
the Week at which students can
win cups, T-shirts and other promotional prizes. They will choose
a game of the week they expect the
most students to attend. Redzone
will also have a game of the week,
but LeMieux said they hope to
align their game of the week with
the Pepsi Game of the Week as
much as possible.
Redzone will also rent a VIP
suite and have reserved seating at
the men's basketball game versus
Loyola Marymount University
Jan. 1. They will have free food
and drinks for members at theirpre
and post game parties which will be
held in the suite. Redzone is looking into the possibility of having a
musician play as well.
Members of Redzone as well
as its supporters in the Athletic

Department look to the example
set by Gonzaga's Kennel Club.
"I respect what Gonzaga's done;
growing something from nothing,"
said Athletic Director Bill Hogan.
"There is a connection there with
our students in that regard."
Hogan said he appreciates the
Redzone's commitment to supporting all sports. He wants to ensure
every sport gains a following. While
the Dirrty Birds were started mostly
in support of men's soccer, Redzone
has plans to promote a wider range
of Seattle U sports teams.
"We definitely support the efforts they do on our behalf," Hogan
said.
Redzone will make its debut at
the last home men's soccer game
Nov. 1. Students interested in the
group can register during lunch
hours at Cherry Street Market Oct.
30 and Oα 31.
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu

Roller Derby is first part of Stevens' five-year life plan
Stevens was a part of
PFM for around one
year before being recruited by the Rat City
Rollergirls. This was only the first
step in a five-year plan Stevens
formulated; a plan which prioritized joining a Roller Derby team
alongside obtaining a master's in
Cover

�

teaching.
"I didn't have a favorite color
before becoming a Sockit Wench,"
Stevens said. "They said 'your favorite colors are now blue and orange,
and you have no choice in it."'
Roller derby is a full-contact
sport. Each team has four players.
Three of those players begin the
game at the first line—they're known
as Blockers. They form a pack, and
begin to skate when the clock starts.
Thirty seconds later the other player,

what's known as a Jammer, starts 20
feet back. The goal of the Jammer
is to pass the opposing teams pack
and lap diem, and the Jammer gains
as many points for their team for as
many Blockers they lap.
"Your job as a Blocker is to
knock the snot out of the Jammer,"
Stevens said. "Most people do both,
but most people really don't like being a Jammer, but I really like being
a

Jammer."

Every derby girl has a derby
Stevens became Ima
Handful upon being recruited for
the Rat City Rollergirls.
"I had a lot of other way more
dirty names," she said, "but my

name, so

grandma really

wants to come to

bouts, so I had to keep it PG."
Roller Derby is organized by
leagues that are usually locationour

based. Within different leagues
are teams, and teams play one another or can travel to play different league's teams. The Rat City
Rollergirls league includes the
Sockit Wenches, Derby Liberation
Front, Throttle Rockets and Grave
Danger.
"I don't have a personal nemesis," Stevens said, "but our team's
nemesis is DLF —hands down."
The Sockit Wenches and Derby
Liberation Front have been teams
since the inception of Rat City
Rollergirls. Like the Yankees and
Red Sox, two famously storied baseball teams, the Sockit Wenches and
DLF became rivals.
"Being on the league this year I
got to see it. It's the most worked
up you'll see either team get. That's

when things

get

ugly."

In Roller Derby, Stevens said
injuries like torn MCLs (Medial
Collateral Ligaments) and ACLs
(Anterior Cruciate Ligaments),
and hematomas are frequent. Since
starting, she received only a bruise
thus far. Since the Blockers duty is
to prevent the jammer from lapping
them, and the Jammer's duty is to
pass the blockers, they are at a violent opposition.
"At any given time, someone
could get gravely injured," Stevens
said, "but that's kind of the appeal
of Derby. It's tough."
According to the Sockit
Wenches, they have the potential
to cause many of these injuries.
"We have extremely hard
Blockers, and extremely fast
Jammers, so we're a force to be reckoned with," Trouble Loves Mimi

said. "And, we're adorable."
Stevens will compete in her first
bouts this year, and plans to attend
the Northwest Knockdown. The
WFTDA National Championship
starts Nov. 14 and ends Nov. 16
at the Portland Expo Center. Rat
City Rollergirls are co-hosting
with Portland's league, Rose City
Rollers.
"It's the Super Bowl of derby,"
Stevens said.
With the first phase ofher fiveyear plan complete, Stevens reflected on her accomplishment.
"I'm really lucky I got to be on
Rat City," she said. "It's my dream
come true. It's the coolest thing any
woman can do."
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
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Tournament digs up dollars Volleyball wins 3-0
Joshua Lynch

Editor-in-Chief
When they left the court Sunday,
the women's volleyball team had
more than just four straight wins
to feel good about—they'd raised
cash for a good cause, too.
The Redhawks hosted the Dig
for the Cure Classic invitational
tournament Oct. 11-12 in support
ofSusan G. Komen for the Cure, an
organization dedicated to finding a
cure for breast cancer. The volleyball players collected flat donations
and pledges on a per dig basis in the
weeks leading up to the game. Every
spike they prevented from hitting
the floor not only kept their opponents from scoring but raised $1.45
for the breast cancer organization.
"It was exciting after each match
to see the increase in money," said
senior outside hitter Libby GrafF,
who had 14 digs in three matches.
During the tournament,
the Redhawks fielded 209 digs
and raised more than $300.
That amount combined with flat
donations made before the tournament, collections at the games
and select concession sales brought
the tournament's fundraising total
to at least $1,900, according to
Jason Behenna, sports information
director.
Anne Carragher, a former director of Recreational Sports at

Seattle U who died of cancer in
2006, and Steve Manos, a former
Seattle U runner who died of cancer this summer, were honored
at the games. Attendance at the
Redhawks' matches ranged from
111 to 125.

"lfsjusthuge.lt

seems like everyone

I know is impacted."
Shannon Ellis
Head Volleyball Coach

The tournament marked the
first time Seattle U hosted a Dig
for the Cure event, one of which
more than 150 volleyball teams nationwide participate in every year. It
was volleyball head coach Shannon
Ellis' idea to bring Dig for the Cure
to Seattle U.
"Coach Ellis decided to put a
whole weekend tournament together," Behenna said. "A lot- of other
schools just do one game or wear
pink for the cause."
Ellis said she was inspired to
host the tournament because of
how many people within the volleyball community are affected by
breast cancer.
"It's just huge. It seems like

Cheer team rallies on
Jessica Van Gilder
Managing Editor

In addition to increasing school
pride with groups like the Redzone,
the cheer squad—now under the
umbrella of athletics—aims to
add a little more pep to die Seattle
University community.
No longer a club sport, members
of the team said they know the performance level is higher, but they're
not intimidated.
"The stakes are higher, but
we're very motivated," said Adam
Trevino, a freshman marketing
major, and one of two men on die
team. "We're going to fit in pretty
well with [D-I]."
Though this may be die first year
the cheer squad has been considered
a sport by the Athletic Department,
four-year team member and captain
JessyLynn Perkins said the team has
always been run widi die mindset of
a sports team.

The move to D-I, rather than being intimidating the team, provides
them opportunities to increase its
presence on campus, as well as raise
the team's caliber.
"We're more official now," said
Perkins. "We're going to be up against
better teams, like the University of
Washington and Gonzaga University
cheer, so hopefully with that we'll be
able to raise our skill levels and it will
generate more interest."
One of the ongoing struggles
for the team has been maintaining and generating team members.
This year, the team filled 12 spots,
a slight drop from 15 last year.
Though the norm has been 10 to
15 members, Perkins and head
coach Travis Millspaugh would like

to see

the numbers grow.

Comparatively, Millspaugh
pointed out, Gonzaga's team includes eight men and eight women
and UW's team totals 29, including
10 men.
However, two men

on

this year's

good sign according to
Millspaugh and will help the team

everyone I know is impacted," said
Ellis, whose own high school volleyball coach died of breast cancer.
The tournament was also a great
opportunity for the team to gauge
other schools that are moving to
Division I competition, Ellis said.
Bryant University, the University of
North Dakota and the University of
South Dakota came to the Dig for
the Cure Classic, and like Seattle
U, all three are in various stages of
transition to D-I.
The Redhawks swept Bryant
in three consecutive games,
North Dakota in four games
and South Dakota in five games.
Seattle U was the only team entering the tournament with a losing
record.
"The Dakota teams are both very
strong," Ellis said. "To win against
two teams with such great reputations is a big confidence booster."
The Redhawks improved to
7-13 after a four game, winning
streak that included a Friday night
win against Concordia University
of Oregon. Players said their rocky
start to the season has made them
better—quickly.
"Our tough schedule at the beginning of the year has taught us
how to play faster," said sophomore
setter Jamie Mellies.

Concordia, a NationalAssociation
of Intercollegiate Athletics school,
won the first point of the match.
After the first point though, Seattle
U didn't lose the lead. By the end
of the first game, Seattle U led
Concordia in kills, 10-to-four.
Freshman outside hitter Kaytlyn
Dill led both teams with 14 kills in
the match and was a major contribution in the Redhawks win.

"I actually followed [coaches']
advice to hit hard and deep," Dill
said.
Concordia rallied in the second
game and opened with three unanswered points. Seattle U answered
with its own three-point rally, and
the teams continued trading points
back-and-forth. Seattle U pulled
away from a 10-10 to 16-11.
Concordia closed on Seattle Us
lead with three consecutive points,
but couldn't defend the freshmen
duo of Dill and Cristin Richards.
Redhawks head volleyball coach

Shannon Ellis used an eight player
rotation for team continuity.
"Our approach from the beginning is to work on our improvement," Ellis said. "Playing against
great teams only helps to see the
game faster."
After the 10-minute break,
Seattle U led 11-3 five minutes
into the third game. The Redhawks
didn't slow the scoring pace en
route to 25-10. The win improved
their record to 4-13, and pushed
Concordias record even, 10-10.
"[Winning] feels amazing,"
said senior captain Libby Graff.
"Sometimes you forget what it
feels like to win."
After losing to championship
caliber volleyball programs like
the University of Washington,
University of California-Los
Angeles and University of Oregon,
Ellis believes the competition improved her team.
"Our three-hourand two-hour
practices allowed us to work on
what we needed to improve," Dill
said, "instead of just going game
to

game."
The Redhawks had little time

to rest, though, as
to play in the Dig

they prepared

For the Cure
Classic over the weekend.
Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu
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the next level.
"D-I is a great thing to happen,
especially for cheer. It raises the bar
for us," said Millspaugh. "It allows
us to gain talent and push ourselves
harder than if we we're a normal
club. We have a fantastic team this
year with a lot offresh blood."
Apart from improving skills,
much of the team's focus centers on
crowd involvement.
"We have cool surprises planned
for fans," Millspaugh said. "I'm really excited to see everyone step up
to the occasion of being in D-I competition. The same goes for fans. I
want to see people step up and be
D-I spectators."
According to Perkins, falling
under athletics involves boosting
student support by being involved
with more student activities and performing at all sports games, including volleyball and soccer.
In addition, Perkins said part of
their preparation deals with adjusting to a heightened media presence
and expectations as a face ofathletics
and Seattle U.
"The students have done a great
job in transitioning into the D-I
mindset," Millspaugh said. "This
will only be a start of great things
to come."

Anne Strange

Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu

After 12 days without a match,
Seattle University's volleyball team
swept Concordia in three straight
games Friday night.
Seattle U strode through the
first game and used several five
point streaks to win 25-11 at
Seattle U's Connolly Center.

Joshua can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
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The Seattle Post-Intelligencer's headline read, "Students
urged to sign, seal and deliver at the polls." Local TV stations
briefly hailed Seattle University's efforts to register every student to vote. Even Washington Secretary of State Sam Green
weighed in, describing the university's goal of 100 percent
registration as ambitious, impressive and inspiring.
They were duped.
In reality, Seattle U's voter registration campaign reflected
short-sighted planning and minimal effort. It wasn't much
more than a well-executed publicity stunt.
The registration drive kicked off just a few days before the
Oct. 4 deadline for mail-in and online registration. There's
no reason much more serious efforts shouldn't have started
Sept. 24, the first day of classes.
A few people, flyers and bulletin boards encouraging
registration doesn't constitute an effective plan "to get 100
percent of eligible students" registered, as a release from the
university boasted. Despite living on cariipus, many students
say they were never approached. Even confirming all 7,560
students are registered to vote would be impossible with so
little time and so few organizers.
While the approximately 70 students the drive managed
to register is far from negligible, it reflects this campus' current discouraging lack of election fervor.
As the Nov. 4 election draws near, not enough is being
done to facilitate dialogue and understanding of its issues and
candidates. And the push to get students to send in absentee
ballots or actually head to the polls—let alone, do that with
an educated decision—is beginning to look like it will be
just like the registration drive: too little, too late.

Never before has an election garnered so much attention
from young adults. Professors stand at a unique point in
history to make a difference with their students. Yet many

classes

still focused on curriculums that ignore the easy
connections that can be made between their subject matter
and the decisions facing voters. Professors shouldn't preach
their beliefs to students, but they do have an obligation to
assist students in finding an educated stance.
As has been the case in previous years, Seattle U's Young
Democrats are barely active, and the College Republicans
are nowhere to be found. These essential student groups' efforts pale in comparison to those of the Socialist Alternative,
whose frequent events and aggressive promoting often create
a buzz on campus.
There are not enough university-sponsored lectures and
programs concerning the upcoming elections. It is disappointing that the forum for discussion about the upcoming presidential election is a table at C-Street and that the
argument revolves around the quality of actress Tina Fey's
impression of Governor Sarah Palin.
This university's mission is to "empower leaders for a just
and humane world." That mission must include empowering
its students to make an educated vote.
An excellent start would have been actually ensuring every
"student is registered to vote long before the deadline.
An excellent recovery would be guaranteeing students
get their absentee ballots mailed or make it to their polling place—having thought critically with others about the
choices they're going to make.
Now that would be news that's fit to print.
are
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Public computer numbers inadequate
for this private university's enrollment
Matthew Martell
Entertainment Editor
While the growth of Seattle
University's student body is encouraging on so many levels it also
poses significant problems that go
beyond simply trying to find housing for every student.
Even on the provision that
Seattle U manages to solve its housing crisis, the significant increase in
the size ofthe student body has put
an enormous strain on available oncampus resources that seems to be
going unaddressed. There seems to
be a lack of public computers on
campus—with or without printing
capabilities—and given the necessity of computer access in today's
academic world, it's a problem that
needs to be solved soon.
Regardless of one's feelings concerning the potential reality ofhaving to pay to print on campus, few
people at Seattle U would disagree
that printing access on campus
is neither convenient nor widely
available. While it's currently true
students, staffand faculty can print

for free at the library and the computer lab in the Engineering building, the availability of such a necessary resource becomes virtually
non-existent between 11:00 p.m.
and 8:00 a.m.
Sure, not all students develop
the habit of burning the midnight
oil. The early birds who take 7:45
a.m. classes face a problem if they
finish a paper due the next morning after the on-campus printing
facilities close. And while students
could invest in printers of their
own to remedy such situations,
the expenses involved in attending
a private university can make penny
pinchers of even the most frivolous
spenders. Likewise, since printing
research and essay papers is a requirement for a majority ofclasses
at Seattle U, public computers with
printer access should be provided
for students as a right and not a

privilege.
Printing aside, the public computer-to-student ratio at Seattle U
is abysmal. There may be a couple
hundred computers on campus
that students can access for free,

but the several thousand students
who may need to use them are still
constrained even in the most ideal
conditions.

Printing aside, the
public computer-

to-student ratio at
Seattle U is abysmal
Public access computers also face
potential abuse issues on campus.
Even with 15 minute time limits
placed on many of the public computers on campus, the labs and the
library still become bottlenecked
during breaks between classes.
Under the current conditions, for
the 10 minutes it takes a student
to walk across campus, it will take
them 15 to 20 minutes of standing in line waiting for an available

the Lemieux Library and Connolly
Center, it is alarming that the administration seems to be doing
nothing to address the issue of
computer access on campus. Seattle
U prides itself on its technological
friendliness. Students use Angel in
many of their classes every quarter. Every department on campus
has its own webpage. Every year
baffling emails, stating the necessity of consistently checking their
Seattle U email accounts, bombard
students.
In spite of all this, computer access on campus seems to be stuck
in a state of paralysis. If students
and faculty alike are supposed to be
using digital technology to enhance
their academic experiences here at
Seattle U, it only seems natural that
they should be given the opportunity to do so through the school.

Computers are doubtlessly
expensive, but it's a safe bet that
the school's budget is significantly
larger than most people's wallets.

computer.

With huge price tags being put
on projects like the renovation of

Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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Hyping influential youth vote is premature
Ben Watanabe
Sports and Opinion Editor
Choose or Lose.
Rock the Vote.
Vote or Die.
Choose or Lose.
You can wrap a skunk in birthday
wrapping paper and tie it with ribbon and slap a bow on top, but it
still stinks. Likewise, any over-hyped,
MTV propaganda about the youth
vote, no matter how it's packaged and
pimped, still stinks.

I'd ask them

to explain why
my vote matters
For the past three elections I can

recall with any detail, each had its
push to empower and inciteAmerican
youth to vote. The 1996 presidential
election between Bill Clinton and
Bob Dole had MTV's "Choose or

Lose. "The 2000 election between
Al Gore and President George Bush
had "Rock the Vote." Then in the
2004 election between John Kerry
and President Bush, the notorious
"Vote or Die," campaign emerged.
Each election media pundits, campaign spokespeople and celebrities
glowed from television screens across
America urging youth to register and
to vote. After each election, media
pundits, political analysts and campaign spokespeople threw their hands
up in surrender and shrugged their
shoulders in confusion. The youth
vote was nowhere to be seen.
I remember a great post by USA
Today entided "Not a breakout year
for youdi vote after all," following the
2004 election. Maybe 300 words, the
brevity of the story spoke volumes
about the enigma that is youth voters. Exit polls showed less than one
in 10 voters were between 18 and 24
years old, which was almost identical to the 2000 election. One statistic
could be particularly relative to the
coming election.
"The economy and moral values

the top issues for young voters, with about one-fifth of those
surveyed choosing each. Young
people concerned about moral values strongly supported Bush, while
those interested in the economy and
jobs chose Kerry."
Sound familiar?
The foreseeable difference is everyone will list the economy as a top
priority. Recently I read a story detailing how more college students are going to food banks with the economy
facing a recession. So I'll take the
uneducated guess youth voters will
again list the economy as a top presiwere

dential concern.
Now, the mystical and elusive
powers that decide what will best
motivate youth to register to vote
and dien follow through and actually
vote, returned to "Choose or Lose."
At least we won't have Puff Daddy,
or P. Diddy, or Diddy, or whatever
nickname Sean John goes by this
week, threatening our lives to vote.
Still, the approach of throwing five
bullet points on the screen to show
how each candidate feels about Iraq,

the economy, oil and gas prices,
abortion and homosexual marriage
doesn't aptly convince youth to vote.
Candidates do sit-downs with small
gatherings of youth and talk to them
about college loans, playing basketball and drugs. Not to belittle any of
those topics, which are all important,
but if I sat down with John McCain
or Barack Obama, aside from telling McCain how awful the Arizona
Cardinals will always be and Obama
how much I hate die Fighting Illini,
I'd ask them to explain why my vote

Most Seattle U students are either too ignorant or too selfish to
use free printing responsibly. This
realization came to me the other day
at the library, when this girl in front
of me at the printing station printed
out at least 100 pages of
from her nursing course.
Hey girl, do you know what's
so great about PowerPoints? You
can view them on your computer.
Handouts and printouts are no longer necessary. What? You want to
print them out and take notes on
them?Then how about you use that
option that lets you print several
slides on one piece of paper, instead
of making everyone else wait forever
for your print job to finish?
Yeah, I get it, you're a nursing
student. You need to print a lot of
stuff. Cry me a river, buy a printer

get over it.
I've got a news flash for you,
people: paper doesn't grow on trees.
Well, it does, but that's the point:
in the age of global warming, trees
are treasures. Paper is a precious resource and one that we should use
and

thoughtfully.
Last year the university used
nearly 15 million sheets of paper.
If one tree makes just under 8,500
sheets of paper, according to conserveatree.org, then that means at
least 18,000 trees were cut down
for Seattle University. The average
amount of paper used per person
last year at Seattle U was 1,713
sheets, and most of the paper was
used by students.
It's understandable that students
would use free printing services for
papers and handouts required for
their courses, but would that printing add up to nearly 2,000 pieces of
paper a year? No.

Students have been misusing and

abusing die university's free printing
program for years, whether by printing out unnecessary documents, an
unnecessarily large amount of docunon-school related documents. Most students are guilty of
all three.
Students are not held accountable for how much they print and
they don't hold themselves accountable for the resources they use.
Students print without thinking.
Most students -don't even utilize
the double-sided printing option, a
quick and easy feature that instantly
cuts paper usage in half.
Now students are complaining
about the university's plans to begin
charging for printing next quarter.
Free printing is not something that
most colleges offer, nor should they.
When a student chooses to invest in
a college education, it's understood
that much of that education will

The Ten:
Connecting with youth voters

10. Get will.i.am to make
you a music video.
9. Call everyone your
friend.
8. Suggest your opponent is a terrorist.

7. Fist-pound your wife
on national television.

matters.

In a decade when voters saw
President Clinton lie to everyone on

national television, President Bush
office with less than half
of the American popular vote, and
President Bush mislead everyone on
national television, I'd ask them to
make me believe when I vote, someone will listen.
I'dask them to convince me when
I choose, I still won't lose.
enter into

Ben can be reached at
watanatrt ©seattleu.edu

Students' printing abuse justifies charges
Sara Bernert
News Editor

15

require writing papers. Whining
that "we already pay so much to go
here" is a moot point you don't
pay for printing when you pay your
tuition bill.

6. Call it a terrorist-fist
jab on Fox News.
5. Attempt to act on
The Colbert Report."

4. Send a nonstop flow
of text messages to your
supporters at 2:00 a.m.
on Friday.
3. Be 72 years old.

2. Have a one-in-six
chance of surviving the
presidency.
1. Have your debate
performance parodied
by Tina Fey.

—

ments or

Free printing is not

something most
colleges offer.
It is a sad commentary that
students don't think about our
wasteful behavior until money is
involved.
If this is the only way to conserve resources and stop and slow
senseless printing, then bring on the

we

charges.
Sara can be reached at

Quote of the week
"Some people think
Academia is a sort
of la-la land where
privileged people live
in ivory towers and
gaze at their navels
or, to use a common
phrase, 'learn more
and more about less
and less.'"
Sharon Cumberland
Director of Creative Writing
See page 11 for the full
story on joining the scholarly conversation.

bernerts@seattleu.edu

John McCain's desperate campaign resorts to fear
Angelo Carosio

Online Editor
"Kill him!"
The words, directed at Sen.
Barack Obama, rang out of a viciously angry supporter's mouth
at a Sarah Palin rally for the John
McCain campaign. Later, someone screamed out "terrorist!" when
Obama was mentioned. Palin did

nothing to stop the dangerous
hatred that was being spewed by
her supporters. She, along with
John McCain, simply continued
their rally like nothing was happening, giving total credibility to
the rumors that were quickly being
spread throughout the crowd.
As the election is looming and

McCain is falling behind in the
polls, he seems to be adapting an
"anything goes" campaign. If what
it takes for him to win is to imply
that his opponent is a terrorist, and

"doesn't see America the way you
and I see America," then he is going to jump at every opportunity,
evidently.

Obama has made

some low blows, but
they aren't even in
the same ballpark.

a

it.

John McCain, you are playing
dangerous game, and you know
Attempting

to

instill fear of a

possible leader in thousands of
Americans is playing with fire, and
in a country with a history of minority power figure assassinations,

I will hold you and your campaign
completely responsible if anyone
tries to hurt Obama.

The general public's fear of terrorists is immense, and the religious
right's hatred of them is even more

so. Suggesting that Sen. Obama
is a terrorist conjures up the worst
in people, feelings of the complete and utter helplessness that
many felt on the morning of Sept.
11—a fear and hatred that may
be comparable to how Americans
felt during the Cold War. Could
you imagine Richard Nixon calling John F Kennedy a communist
during the 1960 presidential election? He wouldn't have dared to
bring up those feelings.
Barack Obama has made some
low blows, but they aren't even in
the same ballpark.
Luckily, while these speeches
and ads may lend to passionate rallies, they aren't registering with the
average voter. Recent polls show
Obama with an even larger lead
than when McCain started doing

this hugely negative campaigning,
and another poll states that "six in
10 of those surveyed said that Mr.
McCain had spent more time attacking Mr. Obama than explaining what he would do as president."
Obama's favorability rating, on the
other hand, is 50 percent —higher
than it's ever been so far in this
campaign.
It's clear that voters want the
candidates to talk about real issues—such as the entire economy
going down the toilet, or the fact
that the average retirement savings
account lost thousands of dollars in
the last two weeks. If all McCain
can do is talk about how terrible of
a person Obama is and suggest that
he has a terrorist for a best friend,
than he is not fit to be the president of the United States during
this crisis. He is proving now that
he doesn't have the leadership skills
or ideas that it takes to lead our

country, and that he was irresponsible and sexist in his choice of a

running mate.
His response to all the negative press and criticism has been
to briefly remind his crowds that
Obama is a "decent family man"
when they start seedling withanger,
and then get right back to attacking him. Obama simply attended
William Ayer s birthday party years
after Ayers' involvement with the
Weather Underground —a huge
leap of logic is required to arrive
at the campaign's insistence that
Obama "started his political career in Ayers' living room." Barack
Obama is not a terrorist, and continuing to suggest as much is going to him killed and the McCain
campaign heldresponsible in many
peoples' eyes.
Angelo can be reached at
carosioa@seattleu.edu

lastlooks
'Out of the Darkness' brightens Greenlake

"Out of the Darkness" is an annual community walk sponsored
by the American Foundation for
Suicide Prevention. This year
more than 300 people raised
more than $40,000 in support
of suicide awareness and prevention. The walk took place at
Greenlake Park Sat., Oct. 11.
and was attended by mothers,
fathers, brothers, sisters and
friends of those who have committed suicide.
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Because the weekly Public Safety reports were not received by press time, they will not appear in this
issue. They will be returning to the back page in next week's issue.
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